
Year 1 and 2 – Seeds of Knowledge

Autumn 2



Dear Parents and Carers,

We have been in the process of focusing on the content of our whole curriculum to 
ensure that there is a much greater emphasis on the ‘powerful knowledge’ that children 
need in order to truly understand concepts and also to enable them to apply that 
knowledge. We have looked at each subject and are currently identifying the essential 
knowledge that we feel is the children’s minimum entitlement - and then deciding how 
best to teach it.

Here are our 'Knowledge Organisers' which are the ‘go-to’ documents outlining the 
essential knowledge that the teachers will be covering across a unit of work; vocabulary, 
definitions, and other information. These Knowledge Organisers will be shared with 
pupils, parents and carers before units of work are taught – with the aim that everyone 
knows exactly what is being taught, and what the children need to learn.

We ask that parents read through these Knowledge Organisers at home with their 
children.



Year 1    Maths: Addition and subtraction within 10 (1)

What can I use to help me?
Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Representing a number using 

physical equipment such as 

counters.

Representing a number by 

drawing

Representing a number on a 

number line.

What should I already know? (Reception objectives)

 Add parts to find the whole.

 Find a missing part.

 Practise using number bonds. 

 Find fact families.

 Solve word problems. 

What will I know? (Year 1 objectives)

Key Vocabulary
Part Added

Whole Plus

Part-whole Count

Altogether Count on

In total Missing

Total Missing part

Sum Number bonds

Add Number pairs

 How to use the part-whole model.

 How to write number sentences.

 How to find different ways to make a number. 

 How to make number bonds.

 How to compare number bonds. 



Year 1    Maths: Addition and subtraction within 10 (2)

What can I use to help me?
Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Representing a number using 

physical equipment such as 

counters.

Representing a number by 

drawing

Representing a number on a 

number line.

What should I already know? (Reception objectives) What will I know? (Year 1 objectives)

• Add parts to find the whole.

• Find a missing part.

• Practise using number bonds. 

• Find fact families.

• Solve word problems. 

Key Vocabulary
How many? More

Take away Fewer

Subtract More than

Subtraction Less than

Addition Missing part

Count back Number stories

Difference Taken away

Count backwards Left

 Take away to find out how many are left.

 Subtract by breaking the whole into parts.

 Discover related number facts. 

 Comparing additions and subtractions.

 Find the difference. 

 Solve word problems.



Year 1    Maths: 2D and 3D shapes

What can I use to help me?

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Representing shapes using 

physical equipment. 

Representing shapes by 

drawing.

Representing shapes by their 

properties.

What should I already know? (Reception objectives) What will I know? (Year 1 objectives)

 The names of basic 2D and 3D shapes.

 That shapes are classified based on specific 

properties.

 That shapes can be sorted by different criteria.

 The names of various 3D shapes.

 The names of various 2D shapes.

 That patterns can be made with shapes.  

Key Vocabulary
2D Circle

3D Triangle

Cube Square

Cuboid Rectangle

Sphere Side

Cylinder Edge

Pyramid Face

Cone Corner



Year 1    Maths: Numbers to 20

What can I use to help me?

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Representing a number using 

physical equipment such as 

counters.

Representing a number by 

drawing.

Representing a number on a 

number line. 

What should I already know? (Reception objectives) What will I know? (Year 1 objectives)

 Number bonds within 10.

 How to partition a number within 10.

 How to compare and order numbers within 10.

 How to count using tens and ones.

 How to count one more and one less.

 How to compare numbers of objects.

 How to compare and order numbers.

Key Vocabulary
Count Smallest

Backwards Fewer

Forwards Fewest

Tens Most

Ones Least

More Order

Less Compare

Greatest Equal to

More than Less than



Year 2    Maths: Addition and Subtraction 1

Key Vocabulary
addition + number sentence
subtraction - altogether
equals = in total
tens ones
number bonds fact family
part whole
part-whole sum
plus minus
place value column

What can I use to help me? 
Concrete Pictorial Abstract 

 
 

 
 
 

Representing a number using 
physical equipment such as base ten, 

adding more or taking away. 

 

 
 

Representing a number by drawing 
rods and cubes. Adding by drawing 
more., subtracting by crossing out. 

 

 
 

Representing calculation using a 
number sentence or column method.  

 

What should I already know? (Year 1 objectives)
 read, write and interpret mathematical statements 

involving addition (+), subtraction ( ) and equals (=) signs
 represent and use number bonds and related subtraction 

facts within 20
 add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, 

including zero
 solve one-step problems that involve addition and 

subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial 
representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = 
___ 9.

What will I know? (Year 2 objectives)
 recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and 

derive and use related facts up to 100
 add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial 

representations, and mentally (including a two-digit number and 
ones, a two-digit number and tens, two two-digit numbers or 
adding three one-digit numbers)

 show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order 
(commutative) and subtraction of one number from another 
cannot

 recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition and 
subtraction and use this to check calculations and solve missing 
number problems.



Year 2    Maths: Addition and Subtraction 2

Key Vocabulary
addition + difference
subtraction - altogether
equals = in total
tens ones
part whole
part-whole sum
plus minus
place value column
regroup exchange

What can I use to help me? 
Concrete Pictorial Abstract 

 
 

 
 

Representing a number using 
physical equipment such as base ten, 

adding more or taking away. 

 

 
 

Representing a number by drawing 
rods and cubes. Adding by drawing 
more., subtracting by crossing out. 

 

 
Representing calculations using a 

number sentence or column method.  

 

What should I already know? (Year 1 objectives)
 read, write and interpret mathematical statements 

involving addition (+), subtraction ( ) and equals (=) signs
 represent and use number bonds and related subtraction 

facts within 20
 add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, 

including zero
 solve one-step problems that involve addition and 

subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial 
representations, and missing number problems such as 7 
= ___ 9.

What will I know? (Year 2 objectives)
 add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial 

representations, and mentally (including a two-digit number 
and ones, a two-digit number and tens, two two-digit 
numbers or adding three one-digit numbers)

 show that addition of two numbers can be done in any 
order (commutative) and subtraction of one number from 
another cannot

 recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition 
and subtraction and use this to check calculations and solve 
missing number problems.

 solve problems with addition and subtraction applying their 
increasing knowledge of mental and written methods



Year 2    Maths: Money

Key Vocabulary
pounds (£) pence  (p)
coins notes
change value
amount total
more than  > less than <
equal to = difference
spend buy
bar model part-whole 

model
pounds (£) pence  (p)

What should I already know? (Year 1 objectives)

 recognise and know the value of 
different denominations of coins 
and notes

What will I know? (Year 2 objectives)

 recognise and use symbols for pounds (£) and 
pence (p); combine amounts to make

 a particular value
 find different combinations of coins that equal 

the same amounts of money
 solve simple problems in a practical context 

involving addition and subtraction of money of 
the same unit, including giving change



Year 1 and 2 Reading: Lost and Found



Year 1 and 2 History and Geography: Our Frozen Planet

Key vocabulary
Arctic An area located in the most northern part of the planet. 

Antarctic An area located in the most southern part of the planet.  

Global warming A gradual increase of the earth’s temperature.

Polar The North and South Pole.

Explorer A person who explores a new place.

Adaptation Something special about an animal that helps them to 

survive.

Survive To stay alive.

Climate The normal weather of a place over time.  

Equator An imaginary line around the middle of the Earth at an 

equal distance from the North Pole and the South Pole.

Camouflage An adaptation that allows animals to blend in with 

certain aspects of their environment. 

Fun facts
 There is one day of darkness and one full day of sunlight each year in the Polar 

Worlds. 

 The Antarctica is the only one of the seven continents to have no humans living 

there.

 Temperatures fall as low as -70 degrees. 

 Polar bears and penguins do not live in the same pole. Polar bears live in the North 

Pole and penguins live in the South Pole.

Ernest Shackleton
Ernest Shackleton led several Polar expeditions and was one of the best known 

British explorers. He is known for coming closest to the location of the South Pole in 

Antarctica.

 In 1901, Shackleton went on his first Antarctica expedition. Unfortunately, he 

became ill and had to return home before reaching the South Pole.

 In 1907, Shackleton went on his second expedition and was the leader on a 

ship called Nimrod. Despite terrible weather conditions, Shackleton and his 

team managed to get very close to the South Pole.

 In 1914, he wanted to continue exploring so he led a ship called Endurance. 

However, during this expedition the boat became trapped in ice. Shackleton and 

his team had to abandon ship and live on the ice for several months.



Year 1 and 2 Literacy: Persuasive Leaflet

A persuasive text tries to convince 

someone to think or do something. 

A leaflet gives the reader 

information about something.

What is a persuasive 

leaflet?

What do 
I need to 
include?

Title and 
introduction which 
tells the reader 

what the leaflet is 
about.

Paragraphs 
grouped together.

Reasons, facts 
and opinions.

Time connectives -
firstly, secondly... Conclusion

Alan Peat

Short sentence
Punctuation

Use an exclamation mark or a 
question mark.



Car

Star

Dark

Has

You

Born

Fork

Sport

Your

They

Fair

Hair

Chair

Be

He

Girl

Bird

First

Me

She

Loud

Shout

About

We

No

Boy

Toy

Enjoy

Go

So

Year 1: Spelling

Week 1

- ar

Week 2

- or

Week 3

- air

Week 4

- ir

Week 5

- ou

Week 6 

- oy



Camel

Towel

Tunnel

fast

grass

Apple

Bottle

Table

Floor

Any

Medal

Petal

Animal

Sure

Child

Pencil

April

Pupil

Half

Whole

Cry

Shy

July

Both

Because

Cried

Fried

Spied

Could

Would

Year 2: Spelling
Week 1

-le Week 3
- al

Week 4
-il

Week 5
The /i/ sound 

spelled y

Week 6 
-ed suffix

Week 2
-el



Year 1 and 2 Science: Animals including Humans

Key Vocabulary
Adult A fully grown animal or plant.

Develop To grow bigger and become stronger

Life cycle The changes living things go through to become 

an adult.

Offspring The child of an animal.

Young Offspring that has not reached adulthood.

Live young Offspring that has not hatched from an egg. 

Diet The food and water that an animal needs.

Exercise A physical activity to keep your body fit. 

Germs Tiny living things that can cause disease.

Hygiene

How we keep ourselves and the world around us 

clean so we can stay healthy and stop germs 

spreading.

Nutrition Food needed to live. 

Pulse
The beating of the heart that can be felt in your 

neck and wrist.

Interesting facts
 All young animals change as they go through the different stages of their life cycle and grow into adults.  

 Some animals give birth to live young. Some animals lay eggs which the young hatch from. Both of these 

types of young then develop into adults.

 Some offspring look like their adult when they are born. Some offspring do not look like their adult when 

they are born.  

 To stay alive, all animals have three basic needs for survival: air, water and food. 

 To grow into a healthy adult, we must eat the right types of food in the right amount and exercise. 

 Being active and exercising keeps our bodies and minds healthy.

 To stop germs spreading, it is important to be hygienic. 



Year 1 and 2 Art: Textiles

Key Vocabulary
Sewing Using needles and thread to join fabric together.

Needle Sharp object used in sewing. This goes through fabric. 

Thread Thin material used in sewing to hold fabric together.

Template A shape to be drawn around.

Felt A soft, flexible material which can be sewn.

Design To plan by drawing with a person/purpose in mind.

Textile A type of cloth or woven fabric.

Stitch A loop of thread or yarn, resulting from a movement of the needle.

Aesthetic The look of a product.

Assemble Fit together the separate parts of an object.

Sew Join, fasten or repair by making stitches with a needle and thread.

Fabric Cloth or other material made by weaving together threads. 

Key Questions…

What is a 

running stitch?

What is the 

purpose of your 

product?

How can we join 

pieces of material 

together?

Can you say 

what went well 

with your work?



Year 1 and 2 Computing: Digital photography

Progression
This unit begins the learners’ 

understanding of how photos are 

captured and can be 

manipulated for different 

purposes. 

National Curriculum links
• Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, 

manipulate, and retrieve digital content.

• Recognise common uses of information technology beyond 

school.

• Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal 

information private; identify where to go for help and 

support when they have concerns about content or contact 

on the internet or other online technologies.

Introduction
Learners will learn to 

recognise that different devices 

can be used to capture 

photographs and will gain 

experience capturing, editing, 

and improving photos. Finally, 

they will use this knowledge to 

recognise that images they see 

may not be real.



Year 1 and 2 Music: Rhythm in the way we walk and banana rap



Year 1 and 2 RE: Celebrations and Festivals

Key Questions Key Vocabulary

Christmas Celebration of the day Christians 

believe Jesus was born.

Hanukkah A Jewish festival of light.

Festival A gathering of people to celebrate 

something.

Celebration A special event for a certain 

group of people.

Easter A Christian celebration of Jesus 

rising from the dead.

Key Knowledge

• People of different religions celebrate different 

things because they have different beliefs. 

• A Jewish person does not celebrate Easter 

because they do not believe Jesus rose from 

the dead, but a Christian will celebrate this 

because they believe it truly happened. 

• Celebrations matter because they help us to 

remember important events. They remind us 

why we believe certain things and what is 

important. 



Year 1 and 2 SCARF: Valuing DifferenceKey Vocabulary

Special 

Likes  

Dislikes   

Favourite 

Same 

Different 

Kind 

Unkind home 

Kindness 

New friend 

Friendship 

Family 

Friendship – a situation 

where two people are friends..

Special – especially great or 

important. 

Kind – generous, helpful and 

thoughtful of other peoples 

feelings.

Unkind – not treating 

someone very well or 

considering others feelings.

SCARF recommended supporting 
text to promote thought around the 

theme of same and different and a 

reflective assessment task. 

Same and Different

Children will discover how their families are the 

same and different e.g. who they live with, pets, 

number of siblings. They will then discover how the 

homes they live in are similar and different. 

Children will look at how they are special and how 

their friends are special thinking about their 

appearances. They will then think about how they are 

the same and different in the things they like to do. 

Children will learn through Harold how words ands 

actions can be kind and that kindness is more about 

what you do than what you say. They will also look 

at being kind and caring to a friend.

Different Families and 

Homes

Kindness and Caring


